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Sound the horns of battle and prepare to Duel! In the twilight of Summer 2018, Shadows in Valhalla will bring Duelists the 
opportunity to change their own fate and wield the incomparable Mischief of the Time Goddess! Once thought to be too powerful 
to ever be printed in real life, this classic Spell Card from the original Yu-Gi-Oh! anime skips your opponent’s turn completely and 
moves the game to your next Battle Phase. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg in this 60-card all-foil booster set! 

Hot off the heels of his brother, Leon’s, fairytale inspired cards from Battles of Legend – Relentless Revenge, Zigfried von 
Schroeder’s Valkyries are set to make their debut in Shadows in Valhalla! The Valkyries retain their abilities from the anime, but 
each card is boosted to be more compatible with the current game environment. This strategy aims to Summon 1 of each Valkyrie 
from the hand with Ride of the Valkyries, use their abilities to destroy your opponent’s best monster and copy its’ ATK, then win 
the Duel by attacking with all your Valkyries twice without giving your opponent a turn in between, courtesy of Mischief of the 
Time Goddess! 

When you aren’t busy skipping your opponent’s turn with Mischief of the Time Goddess, you can dictate their fate with Zigfried’s 
nornir Spell Cards, which also retain their anime abilities plus a boost to help them fit with the rest of your Valkyrie strategy. 

Shadows in Valhalla also reignites the Ninja strategy! Ninja Decks combine powerful Warrior-Type “Ninja” monsters with 
“Ninjitsu Art” Spell and Trap Cards. You need a steady supply of Ninjitsu Arts to outwit and confound your opponent, so this set 
includes a “Ninja” Link Monster that Sets a Ninjitsu Art directly from your Deck every turn, and a new Ninjitsu Art card that lets you 
disguise your Ninja as your opponent’s monsters! If you don’t have any “Ninja” or “Ninjitsu Art” cards, don’t worry, because some 
of the basic cards you’ll need to build this Deck also appear in Shadows in Valhalla. 

The Shadows in Valhalla booster set contains 60 cards: 
40 Super Rares 
20 Secret Rares 

5 cards per pack. Name and contents subject to change. 

Case Item: 83965  Blister Item: 83964 Pack Item:  83960 
 

CONFIGURATION:  
5 Cards per Pack  
240 Packs per Case  

DIMENSIONS & PALLETIZATION:  
Case – 21” x 18.75” x 7.125” (L,W,H)  
Blister Pack – 6.5” x 3.812”x 0.375” (L,W,D) 
32 Cases per Pallet, 4 Cases per Layer 

PO DEADLINE DATE: 06/05/2018 
APPROX. PRODUCT SHIP DATE: 08/03/2018 
STREET DATE: 08/17/2018 


